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Section: Electricity & Magnetism 
Topic: Static Electricity

Task 1
In this task, students need to apply the information from worksheet 1 to the image. They should try to 
identify key areas in the image and explain what is happening.

e.g.  An arrow pointing to a negative electron coming off of the bumblebee would have an annotation saying;
Dust particles colliding with the fast moving bumblebee knock negative electrons off of the bee.

Task 2
Students use their annotations from task 1 and the bumblebee case study from worksheet 1 to create a 
storyboard, explaining how static electricity helps bumblebees to collect pollen. Students should aim to split 
the case study up into logical steps and create an appropriate image for each step that supplements the 
text. Images could also include some annotations to add detail and context.

Note: There is a differentiated version of the storyboard (worksheet 3a), which has all of the text included.

Example of Storyboard Steps
Step 1:  When a bumblebee flies through the air, it can beat its wings up to 200 times per second.

Step 2:  This extremely rapid movement means that the bumblebee frequently collides with tiny particles in 
the air.

Step 3:  These collisions strip negatively charged electrons from the bumblebee. This leaves a bumblebee 
with a positively charged electric field.

Step 4: Flowers and therefore the pollen within them have a negatively charged electric field. 

Step 5:  As a positively charged bumblebee approaches a flower, their electric fields overlap and there is a 
force of attraction between them.

Step 6:  This force causes the negatively charged pollen grains, that are not anchored to the flower, to 
‘leap’ from the flower onto the bumblebee, without the two even needing to touch.

Overview
This lesson explains how the movement of electrons between objects creates positive and negative charges 
and explores how these objects interact. Bumblebees are used as a case study to show how these principles 
can occur in the natural world.


